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Application Assessment Panel
Minutes

Minutes of the Meeting held on
Tuesday 19 July 2005 at 3.00pm

Present: Application Assessment Panel:

T Tuxford (Manager – Compliance) (Chair)
C Bluett (Manager – Strategic Planning)
W Hatton (Director – Technical Services)

Staff: R Keys (Team Leader)
M Kelly (Secretary – Administration)
D Waghorn (Assessment Officer)

Apologies: Apologies were received and accepted from
Nil
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Late Correspondence
Late correspondence was submitted to the Panel in relation to Items: D2

Declarations of Interest
Nil
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Items Decided by the Panel using its delegated authority (Items D1 to D4)

Item No: D1 Delegated to the Panel

Subject: Confirmation of Minutes of meeting held on 12 July 2005

Author: Marie Kelly, Secretary – Administration
File No: See Application Assessment Panel Minutes
Reason for Report: The Minutes of the Meeting of Tuesday 12 July 2005 were previously

circulated.  In accordance with the guidelines for Committees’ operations
it is now necessary that those Minutes be formally taken as read and
confirmed.

(Bluett/Tuxford)

Resolved:

That the Minutes of the Application Assessment Panel Meeting of 12 July 2005 be taken as read
and confirmed.

D2 DA224/2005 – 13 Little Comber Street, Paddington – Demolish rear section of dwelling
& re-build to same length but to the boundary – Refurbish street elevation to match
adjoining terraces – Sky light to rear elevation of main roof – Various internal
alterations as per plan – 26/4/2005

Note: Late correspondence from Mr W Turner Assessment Officer, dated 19 July 2005 and
Ms L Schwartz, an objector, dated 18 July 2005, was noted.

Note: Ms W Johnson an objector of 11 Little Comber Street, Paddington and Ms L Schwartz
of Paddington Action Committee an objector, addressed the Panel.

Note: The Panel amended Condition No. 12, and added new Condition No. 40 (Western
Wall), Condition No. 41 (Attic store area) and Condition No. 42 (Mechanical
ventilation)

(Bluett/Hatton)

Resolved: Pursuant to Section 80(1) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979

THAT the Council, as the consent authority, grant development consent to Development
Application No. 224/2005 to demolish rear section of dwelling & re-build to same length but to the
boundary; refurbish street elevation to match adjoining terraces; skylight to rear elevation of main
roof; various internal alterations, on land at 13 Little Comber Street Paddington, subject to the
following conditions:

1. Approved Plans

This consent relates to the work, shown in colour, on drawings numbered 08/05 (1-4), dated
28 February 2005, drawn by Ross Sampson, all of which carry a Council stamp “Approved
DA Plans” and the signature of a Council officer, except where amended by the following
conditions.
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2. Requirement for a Construction Certificate

In accordance with the provisions of Section 81A of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, the erection of the building must not be commenced until:

(a) detailed plans and specifications of the building have been endorsed with a Construction
Certificate by:

(i) Council; or
(ii) an accredited certifier; and

(b) a principal certifying authority (PCA) has been appointed and the Council has been
notified in writing of the appointment, and

(c) at least two days notice, in writing, has been given to Council of the intention to
commence work.

3. Structural adequacy

A statement from a qualified practising Structural Engineer, certifying to the adequacy of the
existing structural members, walls and footings to support the additional loads imposed by the
proposed development, must be submitted with the Construction Certificate application.

This condition is imposed to ensure the structural integrity of the proposed building work.

4. Structural details

Structural engineering details and design calculations, prepared and certified by a qualified
practising Structural Engineer, must be submitted with Construction Certificate application,
for all reinforced concrete work, structural steel work, retaining walls, brick fences, shoring
and underpinning, isolated piers, chimneys, parapets and other structural members.

This condition is imposed to ensure the structural integrity of the proposed building work.

5. Demolition, excavation and construction hours

Demolition, excavation and construction work must not take place outside the hours of
7.00am to 5.30pm Monday to Friday and 7.00am to 1.00pm Saturday.  No work and no
deliveries are to take place on Sundays and public holidays.   Noise from construction
activities associated with the development must comply with the guidelines contained in the
NSW EPA Environmental Noise Control Manual Chapter 171.

6. Machine excavation

Excavation or removal of any materials involving the use of machinery of any kind, including
compressors and jack hammers, must be limited to between 9.00am and 4.00 PM Mondays to
Fridays, with regular breaks of 15 minutes each hour.  This condition is imposed to ensure
reasonable standards of amenity for occupants of neighbouring properties.
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7. Building Inspections

The Applicant, Owner and Builder, jointly and severally, must ensure that they call their
Principal Certifying Authority ("the PCA") to carry out such critical phase building
inspections required by the PCA, the PCA Service Agreement and that the PCA is satisfied
with the level of compliance achieved before the Builder proceeds to the next phase of
construction.  Ample notice of required inspections must be given to the PCA in accordance
with the PCA Service Agreement. The Applicant, Owner and Builder must comply with the
PCA Service Agreement (Service Contract) and any lawful direction given by the Principal
Certifying Authority.

Note: It is the responsibility of the PCA to ensure that critical phase building inspections are
undertaken in accordance with a PCA Service Agreement and issue to the Applicant, Owner
and Builder appropriate Notice under Section 109L of the Environmental Planning &
Assessment Act 1979 ("the Act") where any breach of this consent occurs.  Failure of the
PCA to issue such notice may result in Council taking action under Section 109V of the Act.
Failure of the Applicant, Owner and Builder to comply with a PCA Service Agreement and
comply with lawful directions of the PCA under this condition may result in Council issuing
fines, notices, orders and commencing legal proceedings.  Council will only enter into PCA
Agreements with the Owner of the land being developed.  Council, if appointed as the PCA,
will report to the owner of the land being developed.

8. Occupation of premises

The premises must not be occupied prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate.

9. Sound transmission

The new plumbing fixtures including new service pipes are to be installed independently from
party walls, and chasing into the brickwork is not permitted.  This condition is imposed so as
to prevent any sound transmission to the neighbouring premises.  Details of the new location
of the plumbing fixtures shall be shown on plans submitted with the Construction Certificate
application.

10. Soft landscaping

A planting area to a minimum width of 300mm is to be provided along the eastern side
boundary to the rear courtyard so as to comply with the objectives of the Paddington
Development Control Plan and to assist in providing for on site drainage.  Details are required
to be shown on plans submitted with the Construction Certificate application.

11. The new front fence

The new front timber picket fence and timber post supports are to match the detailing of the
period fence to the neighbouring premises on the western side (11 Little Comber Street) so as
to maintain the architectural integrity of the streetscape. Details are required to be shown on
plans submitted with the Construction Certificate application.
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12. The new front windows

The new windows to the street frontage are to match the original detailing of the existing
street front windows at Nos. 11 and 15 Little Comber Street, Paddington so as to maintain the
architectural integrity of the streetscape. Details are required to be shown on plans submitted
with the Construction Certificate application.

13. The new skylight

The proposed skylight is to be low profile and flush with the roof surface.  The skylight
should be predominantly glass with simple unobtrusive detailing.  The frame of the skylight is
to match the colour of the roof material.

14. Long Service Levy Payment

A Long Service Levy under Section 34 of the Building & Construction Industry Long Service
Payment Act, 1986, must be paid and proof of payment provided prior to the issue of a
Construction Certificate.

The Levy can be paid directly to the Long Services Payments Corporation or to Council.

15. Stormwater Management Plan

A Stormwater Management Plan for the site must be submitted and approved by the Certifier
with the application for a Construction Certificate. This Condition is imposed to ensure site
stormwater is disposed in a controlled and sustainable manner.

The Stormwater Management Plan must be in accordance with Council’s Draft Stormwater
Drainage Management Development Control Plan.

Stormwater run-off from the proposed development must drain by a gravity drainage system
to kerb in Little Comber St.  New drainage systems must be designed having regard to the
need to prevent stormwater from entering buildings in accordance with the Building Code of
Australia (BCA).

A detailed Stormwater Management Plan must be produced by a suitably qualified civil or
hydraulic engineer. The plan must be at a scale of 1:100 and based on drainage calculations
prepared in accordance with the Institute of Engineers Australia publication, Australian
Rainfall and Run-off, 1987 edition or most current version thereof. It must include (as
appropriate for the site and determined by the Hydraulic Consultant):

  All pipe layouts, dimensions, grades, lengths and material specifications
  All invert levels reduced to Australian Height Datum (AHD)
  Location and dimensions and of all drainage pits
  Point of connection to Councils drainage infrastructure
  Overland flow paths over impervious areas.
  Copies of certificates of title, showing the creation or existence of private easements to

drain water by gravity, if required.
  Subsoil drainage details (layout, grades, material), clean out points and discharge point.
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Accordingly, the following requirements apply to all stormwater drainage systems:

a) Inspection and Certification of Existing System

Where it is proposed to connect to the existing site drainage system, the applicant must
supply an inspection report for the affected site drainage system from a suitably
qualified engineer.  This inspection report must confirm:

  The point and method of discharge (by way of sketch or plan) for the existing
stormwater drainage system,

  The satisfactory condition of the existing system,
  The satisfactory capacity for continued usage, and
  No deleterious effect on existing, adjacent or downstream properties as a result of

the continued use of this existing system.

b) Existing stormwater drainage systems that discharge to the sewer are not in compliance
with Sydney Water or Council’s requirements.  The applicant must submit details of a
stormwater drainage system that complies with Sydney Water’s requirements and
Council’s Draft Stormwater Drainage Management Development Control Plan.

c) Any new drainage works must incorporate a piped connection to an existing drainage
system (satisfying the requirements of this Condition) or to an Approved Council
discharge point. New drainage systems must be designed having regard to the need to
prevent stormwater from entering buildings in accordance with the Building Code of
Australia (BCA).

d) Any new kerb connections must be made using galvanised Rectangular Hollow Sections
(RHS) (125 x 75 mm), or suitable kerb adaptors, to prevent ongoing damage to the kerb.
A maximum of two kerb connections per nominal 15 metres of site frontage is allowed.
Conduits must be separated by a minimum of 3 metres where more than one is required.

16. Stormwater Certification and Work-As-Executed (WAE) Plans

Prior to the release of the Final Building Certificate, Certification and Work-As-Executed
(WAE) plans must be submitted and approved by the Accredited Certifier demonstrating that
the site drainage system has been provided according to the submitted calculations and/or
approved plans.

Certifications must be provided by a suitably qualified engineer. WAE plans must be prepared
and certified by a Registered Surveyor.

The following must be provided:

a) Certification that:

  The drainage system has been installed in accordance with the drainage
Conditions of Development Consent and relevant Australian Standards.

  That all drainage components are structurally adequate and have been installed in
accordance with the relevant Codes and Standards and/or specifications.
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b) Work-As-Executed (WAE) plans showing:

  Pipe and drainage system layout, including all pits, pipe diameters, grades,
materials, invert levels and surface levels.

  Details (exact point and method) of connection to Council system

17. Erosion and sediment control

Erosion and sediment controls, designed in accordance with the SSROC Soil and Water
Management Brochure and the NSW Environmental Protection Authority’s Managing Urban
Stormwater: Construction Activities, must be implemented during demolition, excavation and
construction of the development. All controls must be maintained at all times.

18. Stockpiles

Stockpiles of topsoil, sand, aggregate, soil or other material must not be located on any
drainage line or easement, natural watercourse, footpath or roadway, or within the dripline of
any Street Tree. Stockpiles within the construction site must be protected with adequate
sediment controls, in accordance with Council’s Code for Sediment Control.

19. Location of building operations

Building operations such as brick cutting, washing tools or brushes and mixing mortar must
not take place on public roadways or footways or in any other location which could lead to the
discharge of materials into the stormwater drainage system.

Footpaths, gutters and roadways must be swept regularly to keep them free from sediment.

20. Temporary disposal of roof water

Stormwater from any roof areas must be linked, via a temporary downpipe, to a Council
approved stormwater disposal system immediately upon completion of the roof installation.

21. Damage security deposit

A security deposit of $4,000 for the cost of making good any damage to Council property
caused as a consequence of the construction work, plus an administration fee of $154.00, must
be paid to Council prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate.  The security deposit,
which may be in the form of a bank guarantee, has been calculated in accordance with the
following schedule.

Estimated cost of work Deposit

Works up to $50,000 $2,000
Works in excess of $50,000 & up to $100,000 $4,000
Works in excess of $100,000 $4,000+$200/$10,000 estimated

cost>$100,000

Council may use all or part of the Damage Security Deposit to complete damage restoration
works if they do not meet Council’s requirements.
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22. Protection of services

Prior to any excavation works, the location and depth of all services (telephone, cable TV,
electricity, gas, water, sewer, drainage, etc.) must be ascertained. The developer must meet all
costs of any adjustment, relocation or reinstatement of any services.

23. Road Opening Permit

Prior to the commencement of any excavation in Council controlled roadways or footpath
areas, the developer must obtain a road opening permit from Council’s Customer Services
Counter.  Restoration of roads, footpaths, retaining walls, kerbs and gutters must be carried
out in accordance with the relevant clauses of the current edition of AUS-SPEC.

24. Storage of materials and plant on Council’s footpath

Building, excavation or demolition materials and plant must not be stored on Council’s
footpath and/or roadway unless prior written approval has been obtained from Council’s
Development Engineer.

25. Public footpaths

A safe pedestrian circulation route a minimum of 1.5m wide and with a pavement free of trip
hazards must be maintained at all times on or adjacent to the public footpaths fronting the
construction site.  Where the footpath is damaged, repair works must be carried when directed
by Council officers and in accordance with the relevant clauses of Council's document
"Standard Specifications for Roadworks, Drainage and Miscellaneous Works dated Jan 2003.

Where circulation is diverted on to the roadway clear directional signage and protective
barricades must be installed in accordance with Australian Standard AS1742-3  2002 “Traffic
Control Devices for Work on Roads”.  Should the applicant propose to direct pedestrians onto
the road pavement of a State road then an application is to be made to the RTA for a Road
Occupancy Licence.  Licence approval is to be submitted to Council.

If pedestrian circulation is not satisfactorily maintained, and action is not taken promptly to
rectify the defects, Council may carry out remedial works and deduct the cost from the
Damage Security Deposit.

26. Repair of Damaged Infrastructure

If Council’s infrastructure is damaged during the course of works, Council’s Development
Engineer must be notified and necessary repairs must be undertaken within the time stipulated
by Council, to Council’s specifications, and at no cost to Council. Works generally must be in
accordance with the relevant clauses of the current edition of AUS-SPEC.

If work is not undertaken to the satisfaction of the Development Engineer with regard to time
or quality, Council may carry out remedial works and deduct the cost from the Damage
Security Deposit.

27. Water conservation

Water saving showerheads must be fitted to all showers within the development to reduce
water consumption and promote energy efficiency.
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28. Standard for demolition

All demolition work must be undertaken in accordance with the provisions of Australian
Standard AS2601-2001: The Demolition of Structures.

29. Site fencing

The site must be appropriately secured and fenced to the satisfaction of Council during
demolition, excavation and construction work to ensure there are no unacceptable impacts on
the amenity of adjoining properties. Permits for hoardings and or scaffolding on Council land
must be obtained and clearly displayed on site.

30. Dilapidation reports

A dilapidation report on the current structural condition of the existing buildings at
11 Little Comber Street, Paddington must be prepared by a practicing structural engineer.
The Report must be completed and submitted to Council prior to the commencement of any
demolition, excavation or construction works.

A second dilapidation report recording structural condition must be carried out on 11 Little
Comber Street, Paddington at the completion of the works and be submitted to Council.

31. Demolition and disposal of hazardous materials

Removal, cleaning and disposal of lead-based paint must conform to the current EPA
guidelines.  Demolition of materials incorporating lead is to be conducted in strict accordance
with sections 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 3.1 and 3.9 of the Australian Standard AS2601-1991, Demolition
of Structures.

Hazardous dust must not be allowed to escape from the site.  The use of fine mesh dust proof
screens or other measures is recommended.  Any existing accumulations of dust (eg. ceiling
voids and wall cavities) must be removed by the use of an industrial vacuum cleaner fitted
with a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter.  All dusty surfaces and dust created from
work must be suppressed by a fine water spray.  Water must not be allowed to enter the street
or stormwater systems.  Demolition must not be performed during high winds, which may
cause dust to spread beyond the site boundaries.

All contractors and employees directly involved in the removal of hazardous dusts and
substances must wear protective equipment conforming to Australian Standard AS1716
Respiratory Protective Devices and must adopt work practices in accordance with the
requirements of WorkSafe’s Control of Inorganic Lead At Work (NOHSC:102(1994) and
NOHSC:2015(1994)).  All lead-contaminated materials must be disposed of in accordance
with the EPA’s requirements.

32. Prohibition of hazardous materials

Hazardous waste, liquid waste, asbestos or asbestos products and dangerous goods must not
be stored or processed on the site.
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33. Compliance with Building Code of Australia

(a) All building work must be carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Building
Code of Australia.

(b) This condition does not apply to the extent to which an exemption is in force under
Clause 187 or 188, of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000,
subject to the terms of any condition or requirement referred to in Clause 187 (6) or 188
(4) of the Regulation.

34. Residential building work

(a) Building work that involves residential building work (within the meaning of the Home
Building Act 1989) must not be carried out unless the principal certifying authority
(PCA) for the development to which the work relates:

  in the case of work to be done by a licensee under that Act:

(i) has been informed in writing of the licensee's name and contractor license
number; and

(ii) is satisfied that the licensee has complied with the requirements of Part 6 of that
Act; or

  in the case of work to be done by any other person:

(iii) has been informed in writing of the person's name and owner-builder permit
number; or

(iv) has been given a declaration, signed by the owner of the land, that states that the
reasonable market cost of the labour and materials involved in the work is less
than the amount prescribed for the purposes of the definition of owner-builder
work in Section 29 of that Act,

and is given appropriate information and declarations under paragraphs (a) and (b)
whenever arrangements for the doing of the work are changed in such a manner as to
render out of date any information or declaration previously given under either of those
paragraphs.

Note:The amount referred to in paragraph (a) (iv) above is prescribed by regulations under the
Home Building Act 1989.  As at the date on which this Regulation was Gazetted, that
amount was $5,000.  As those regulations are amended from time to time, so that
amount may vary.

(b) A certificate purporting to be issued by an approved insurer under Part 6 of the Home
Building Act 1989 that states that a person is the holder of an insurance policy issued for
the purposes of that Part is, for the purposes of this clause, sufficient evidence that the
person has complied with the requirements of that Part.

35. Excavations and backfilling

(a) All excavations and backfilling associated with the erection or demolition of a building
must be executed safely and in accordance with appropriate professional standards.
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(b) All excavations associated with the erection or demolition of a building must be
properly guarded and protected to prevent them from being dangerous to life or
property.

36. Support for neighbouring buildings

(a) If an excavation associated with the erection or demolition of a building extends below
the level of the base of the footings of a building on an adjoining allotment of land, the
person causing the excavation to be made:

(i) must preserve and protect the building from damage; and
(ii) if necessary, must underpin and support the building in an approved manner; and
(iii) must, at least 7 days before excavating below the level of the base of the footings

of a building on an adjoining allotment of land, give notice of intention to do so to
the owner of the adjoining allotment of land and furnish particulars of the
excavation to the owner of the building being erected or demolished.

(b) The owner of the adjoining allotment of land is not liable for any part of the cost of
work carried out for the purposes of this condition, whether carried out on the allotment
of land being excavated or on the adjoining allotment of land.

(c) In this condition, allotment of land includes a public road and any other public place.

37. Signs to be erected on building and demolition sites

(a) A sign must be erected in a prominent position on any work site on which work
involved in the erection or demolition of a building is being carried out:

(i) stating that unauthorised entry to the work site is prohibited; and
(ii) showing the name of the person in charge of the work site and a telephone number

at which that person may be contacted outside working hours.

(b) Any such sign must be removed when the work has been completed.

(c) This clause does not apply to:

(i) building work carried out inside an existing building; or
(ii) building work carried out on premises that must be occupied continuously (both

during and outside working hours) while the work is being carried out.

38. Toilet facilities

(a) Toilet facilities must be provided, at or in the vicinity of the work site on which work
involved in the erection or demolition of a building is being carried out, at the rate of
one toilet for every 20 persons or part of 20 persons employed at the site.

(b) Each toilet provided:

(a) must be a standard flushing toilet; and

(b) must be connected:
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(i) to a public sewer; or
(ii) if connection to a public sewer is not practicable, to an accredited sewage

management facility approved by the Council; or
(iii) if connection to a public sewer or an accredited sewage management facility

is not practicable, to some other sewage management facility approved by
the Council.

(c) The provision of toilet facilities in accordance with this clause must be completed
before any other work is commenced.

(d) In this condition:

accredited sewage management facility means a sewage management facility to which
Division 4A of Part 3 of the Local Government (Approvals) Regulation 1993 applies, being a
sewage management facility that is installed or constructed to a design or plan the subject of a
certificate of accreditation referred to in Clause 95B of the Regulation.

approved by the Council means the subject of an approval in force under Division 1 of Part 3
of the Local Government (Approvals) Regulation 1993.

public sewer has the same meaning as it has in the Local Government (Approvals) Regulation
1993.

sewage management facility has the same meaning as it has in the Local Government
(Approvals) Regulation 1993.

39. Residential building work over $12,000 in value

Council must be provided with the following information prior to the commencement of any
works;

(a) the proposed builder's details (in writing); and
(b) proof of payment of the required insurance premium pursuant to Part 6 of the Home

Building Act 1989.

40. Western Wall

The western wall commencing from the north western corner of the kitchen to the end of the
living area is to be of masonry construction with a minimum thickness of 200mm measured
from the common boundary with No. 11 Little Comber Street, Paddington. This condition is
imposed to mitigate potential noise transmission.

41. Attic store area

The proposed attic store shall be fire separated from the adjoining properties, No. 11 and No.
15 Little Comber Street, Paddington, in accordance with the provisions of the Building Code
of Australia. Details are to be submitted with the Construction Certificate application.
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42. Mechanical Ventilation

Mechanical ventilation for the proposed laundry and toilet area on the ground floor is to be
ducted to the main roof over the attic store area. The height of the cowling is not to exceed the
height of the ridge. Details are to be submitted with the Construction Certificate application.

The mechanical ventilation must not give rise to the transmission of offensive noise to any
place of different occupancy.  Offensive noise is defined in the Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997.

D3 DA179/2004 – 18 Wallis Street, Woollahra – Section 82A Review of refusal – 28/4/2005

Note: This matter was called to the Development Control Committee Meeting of 3 August 2005
2005 by Councillors Gardner and Shoebridge.

Reason: Concerns about the impact on the streetscape in a conservation area.

D4 DA569/2004 – 5 Captain Pipers Road, Vaucluse – Section 82A Review of refusal –
14/3/2005

Note: The Panel added new condition No. 3 (Setback of Pool from South-eastern Boundary),
amended original condition No. 3 (Tree and Landscape (replacement tree)) and deleted
original condition No. 4. (Tree and Landscape (replacement tree)).

(Bluett/Hatton)

Resolved: Pursuant to Section 82A of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979

THAT the Council, as the consent authority, grant development consent to Development
Application No. 569/2004 for a new swimming pool on land at 5 Captain Pipers Road, Vaucluse,
subject to the following conditions:

1. Approved Plans

This consent relates to the work on plans numbered 2004PR779B 1-3/3, dated August 2004,
drawn by Pacific Pools Pty Ltd, all of which carry a Council stamp “Approved DA Plans”
and the signature of a Council officer, except where amended by the following conditions.

2. Deletion of existing concrete pathway

The existing concrete side passageway between the dwelling house and the north-western
boundary is to be demolished and substituted with deep soil landscaping. This condition has
been imposed to ensure compliance with C 5.3.2 of WRDCP 2003. Details demonstrating
compliance are to be submitted with the construction certificate application.
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3. Setback of Pool from South-eastern Boundary

A minimum setback of 3.5 metres is required from the edge of the swimming pool to the
south-eastern side boundary to permit the planting and growth of the replacement tree.
Details to be submitted with the construction certificate application.

4. Tree and Landscape (replacement tree)

A 100 litre replacement tree (8m x 5m at maturity) is to be planted in the north eastern corner
of the site. The replacement tree, required under Development Application No 446/2002, is to
have a minimum setback of one (1) metre from the south-eastern boundary and no works
associated with the swimming pool are to encroach within two (2) metres of the tree.

This Condition has been imposed to ensure the replacement tree can be accommodated within
the north-eastern corner of the site. Details demonstrating compliance are to be submitted
with the Construction Certificate application.

5. Tree and Landscape (species)

The potential mature size, form and habits of a species and the site constraints should be taken
into account when selecting the replacement species. The advice of a qualified Arborist
(Australian Qualification Framework Level 3 or equivalent) should be obtained prior to
selecting the replacement tree.

Details demonstrating compliance are to be submitted with the construction certificate
application.

6. Tree and Landscape (siting of replacement tree)
 

The replacement planting must not be planted within the existing Right of Way associated
with the adjoining property and located along the north-eastern boundary of the subject site.

Details demonstrating compliance are to be submitted with the construction certificate
application.

7. Screen planting on north-western and north-eastern boundaries

The north-western and north-eastern boundaries, adjacent to the proposed swimming pool are
to be provided with screen planting. The screen planting is to be in the form of a hedge with
the planting achieving a maximum height of 2.5m at maturity. This condition has been
imposed to maintain the visual and acoustic privacy of No 7 Captain Pipers Road. Details
demonstrating compliance are to be submitted with the construction certificate application.

8. Structural Certification of excavation works and associated structures.

The following development works have been identified as possibly effecting the stability of
surrounding property and structures during their construction;

  Swimming pool
  Boundary retaining wall
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Due to this, the excavation and construction of these development works must be overseen by
an engineer. This is to ensure the stability of surrounding property / infrastructure is not
adversely effected by such works.

Excavation, retention, underpinning and construction must be undertaken on-site by an
excavation contractor with specialist excavation experience. A suitably qualified geotechnical
or structural engineer, specialising in excavation, must supervise the excavation procedure.
This engineer is to provide certification to the Accredited Certifier, prior to issue of Final
Building Certificate, that excavation, retention, underpinning and construction of all the
excavation works stated above has been conducted:

a. According to the relevant Australian Standards and Codes of Practice, and
b. In a manner that does not compromise the structural integrity of all adjacent structures

and property.

9. Swimming Pools and Spa Pools

The pool must comply with the following requirements:

  all waste water must be drained into the main sewer with the permission of Sydney
Water;

  filtration or other mechanically operated equipment must be operated by a time switch
and must be installed set and sealed so that the operation of such equipment is limited to
between the hours of 7.00 am and 8.00 p.m. Monday to Saturday and 8:00am and
8:00pm on Sundays and public holidays;

  filtration or other mechanically operated equipment must be installed in a masonry
housing and treated to prevent the noise level, when the equipment is in operation, from
rising above the background noise level, when measured at the boundaries of the subject
site;

  vertical depth markers must be permanently fitted and clearly visible at the deep and
shallow ends of the pool to ensure reasonable levels of safety;

  where the pool concourse is higher than 1 metre above the adjacent ground level, a
protective guard or handrail complying with the provisions of Clause D2.16 of the
Building Code of Australia must be fitted;

  an egress ladder or steps into the pool must be provided to ensure reasonable levels of
safety;

  the pool must be fenced, prior to filling the structure with water to a depth of 300 mm or
more in such a manner so as to obstruct the entry to the pool in accordance with the
provisions of the Swimming Pools Act 1992 and Regulations and Australian Standard
1926 "Fences and Gates for Private Swimming Pools;"

  all overflow and splash must be contained within the boundaries of the site, to ensure
reasonable levels of amenity for neighbouring properties and the locality;

  warning notices must be provided in accordance with the provisions of the Swimming
Pools Act 1992 Section 17 and Regulation 8, to ensure reasonable levels of safety.

10. Requirement for a Construction Certificate

In accordance with the provisions of Section 81A of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, the erection of the building must not be commenced until:

(a) detailed plans and specifications of the building have been endorsed with a Construction
Certificate by:
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(i) Council; or
(ii) an accredited certifier; and

(b) a principal certifying authority (PCA) has been appointed and the Council has been
notified in writing of the appointment, and

(c) at least two days notice, in writing, has been given to Council of the intention to
commence work.

11. Structural details

Structural engineering details and design calculations, prepared and certified by a qualified
practising Structural Engineer, must be submitted with Construction Certificate application,
for all reinforced concrete work, structural steel work, retaining walls, brick fences, shoring
and underpinning, isolated piers, chimneys, parapets and other structural members.

This condition is imposed to ensure the structural integrity of the proposed building work.

12. Layout of buildings

The layout of all external walls, including retaining walls and contiguous piling must be
checked and verified by survey prior to the commencement of construction to ensure that
building construction complies with the development consent and does not encroach beyond
the boundaries of the site.

13. Excavation and construction hours

Excavation and construction work must not take place outside the hours of 7.00am to 5.30pm
Monday to Friday and 7.00am to 1.00pm Saturday.  No work and no deliveries are to take
place on Sundays and public holidays.   Noise from construction activities associated with the
development must comply with the guidelines contained in the NSW EPA Environmental
Noise Control Manual Chapter 171.

14. Machine excavation

Excavation or removal of any materials involving the use of machinery of any kind, including
compressors and jack hammers, must be limited to between 9.00am and 4.00 pm Mondays to
Fridays, with regular breaks of 15 minutes each hour.  This condition is imposed to ensure
reasonable standards of amenity for occupants of neighbouring properties.

15. Building Inspections

The Applicant, Owner and Builder, jointly and severally, must ensure that they call their
Principal Certifying Authority ("the PCA") to carry out such critical phase building
inspections required by the PCA, the PCA Service Agreement and that the PCA is satisfied
with the level of compliance achieved before the Builder proceeds to the next phase of
construction.  Ample notice of required inspections must be given to the PCA in accordance
with the PCA Service Agreement. The Applicant, Owner and Builder must comply with the
PCA Service Agreement (Service Contract) and any lawful direction given by the Principal
Certifying Authority.
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Note: It is the responsibility of the PCA to ensure that critical phase building inspections are
undertaken in accordance with a PCA Service Agreement and issue to the Applicant, Owner
and Builder appropriate Notice under Section 109L of the Environmental Planning &
Assessment Act 1979 ("the Act") where any breach of this consent occurs.  Failure of the
PCA to issue such notice may result in Council taking action under Section 109V of the Act.
Failure of the Applicant, Owner and Builder to comply with a PCA Service Agreement and
comply with lawful directions of the PCA under this condition may result in Council issuing
fines, notices, orders and commencing legal proceedings.  Council will only enter into PCA
Agreements with the Owner of the land being developed.  Council, if appointed as the PCA,
will report to the owner of the land being developed.

16. Connection to existing drainage system

Stormwater run-off from the proposed swimming pool is to drain to the existing stormwater
drainage system.

The existing stormwater drainage pipes on the property must be checked and certified by a
practising hydraulic engineer to ensure that all existing stormwater pipes are in good
condition and are operating satisfactorily. Certification and a plan showing pipe locations and
diameters must be submitted to Council or the accredited certifier prior to the final building
inspection.

Note: connection of stormwater run-off to the Sydney Water sewer system is not permitted.

If the existing stormwater pipes are not in good condition and/or not operating satisfactorily,
the existing drainage system must be upgraded. Certification and a plan showing pipe
locations and diameters of the upgraded system must be submitted to Council or the
accredited certifier prior to the final building inspection.

Stormwater disposal is to comply with the requirements and conditions as set out in Council’s
Draft Stormwater Development Control and Local Approvals Policy.

17. Long Service Levy Payment

A Long Service Levy under Section 34 of the Building & Construction Industry Long Service
Payment Act, 1986, must be paid and proof of payment provided prior to the issue of a
Construction Certificate.

The Levy can be paid directly to the Long Services Payments Corporation or to Council.

18. Stockpiles

Stockpiles of topsoil, sand, aggregate, soil or other material must not be located on any
drainage line or easement, natural watercourse, footpath or roadway, or within the dripline of
any Street Tree. Stockpiles within the construction site must be protected with adequate
sediment controls, in accordance with Council’s Code for Sediment Control.

19. Location of building operations

Building operations such as brick cutting, washing tools or brushes and mixing mortar must
not take place on public roadways or footways or in any other location which could lead to the
discharge of materials into the stormwater drainage system.
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Footpaths, gutters and roadways must be swept regularly to keep them free from sediment.

20. Damage security deposit

A security deposit of $2,000 for the cost of making good any damage to Council property
caused as a consequence of the construction work, plus an administration fee of $154.00, must
be paid to Council prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate.  The security deposit,
which may be in the form of a bank guarantee, has been calculated in accordance with the
following schedule.

Estimated cost of work Deposit

Works up to $50,000 $2,000
Works in excess of $50,000 & up to $100,000 $4,000
Works in excess of $100,000 $4,000+$200/$10,000 estimated

cost>$100,000

Council may use all or part of the Damage Security Deposit to complete damage restoration
works if they do not meet Council’s requirements.

21. Storage of materials and plant on Council’s footpath

Building, excavation or demolition materials and plant must not be stored on Council’s
footpath and/or roadway unless prior written approval has been obtained from Council’s
Development Engineer.

22. Compliance with Building Code of Australia

(a) All building work must be carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Building
Code of Australia.

(b) This condition does not apply to the extent to which an exemption is in force under
Clause 187 or 188, of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000,
subject to the terms of any condition or requirement referred to in Clause 187 (6) or 188
(4) of the Regulation.

23. Residential building work

(a) Building work that involves residential building work (within the meaning of the Home
Building Act 1989) must not be carried out unless the principal certifying authority
(PCA) for the development to which the work relates:

  in the case of work to be done by a licensee under that Act:

(i) has been informed in writing of the licensee's name and contractor license
number; and

(ii) is satisfied that the licensee has complied with the requirements of Part 6 of that
Act; or
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  in the case of work to be done by any other person:

(iii) has been informed in writing of the person's name and owner-builder permit
number; or

(iv) has been given a declaration, signed by the owner of the land, that states that the
reasonable market cost of the labour and materials involved in the work is less
than the amount prescribed for the purposes of the definition of owner-builder
work in Section 29 of that Act,

and is given appropriate information and declarations under paragraphs (a) and (b)
whenever arrangements for the doing of the work are changed in such a manner as to
render out of date any information or declaration previously given under either of those
paragraphs.

Note: The amount referred to in paragraph (a) (iv) above is prescribed by regulations under
the Home Building Act 1989.  As at the date on which this Regulation was Gazetted,
that amount was $5,000.  As those regulations are amended from time to time, so that
amount may vary.

(b) A certificate purporting to be issued by an approved insurer under Part 6 of the Home
Building Act 1989 that states that a person is the holder of an insurance policy issued for
the purposes of that Part is, for the purposes of this clause, sufficient evidence that the
person has complied with the requirements of that Part.

24. Excavations and backfilling

(a) All excavations and backfilling associated with the erection or demolition of a building
must be executed safely and in accordance with appropriate professional standards.

(b) All excavations associated with the erection or demolition of a building must be
properly guarded and protected to prevent them from being dangerous to life or
property.

25. Support for neighbouring buildings

(a) If an excavation associated with the erection or demolition of a building extends below
the level of the base of the footings of a building on an adjoining allotment of land, the
person causing the excavation to be made:

(i) must preserve and protect the building from damage; and
(ii) if necessary, must underpin and support the building in an approved manner; and
(iii) must, at least 7 days before excavating below the level of the base of the footings

of a building on an adjoining allotment of land, give notice of intention to do so to
the owner of the adjoining allotment of land and furnish particulars of the
excavation to the owner of the building being erected or demolished.

(b) The owner of the adjoining allotment of land is not liable for any part of the cost of
work carried out for the purposes of this condition, whether carried out on the allotment
of land being excavated or on the adjoining allotment of land.

(c) In this condition, allotment of land includes a public road and any other public place.
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26. Signs to be erected on building and demolition sites

(a) A sign must be erected in a prominent position on any work site on which work
involved in the erection or demolition of a building is being carried out:

(i) stating that unauthorised entry to the work site is prohibited; and
(ii) showing the name of the person in charge of the work site and a telephone number

at which that person may be contacted outside working hours.

(b) Any such sign must be removed when the work has been completed.

(c) This clause does not apply to:

(i) building work carried out inside an existing building; or
(ii) building work carried out on premises that must be occupied continuously (both

during and outside working hours) while the work is being carried out.

27. Residential building work over $12,000 in value

Council must be provided with the following information prior to the commencement of any
works;

(a) the proposed builder's details (in writing); and
(b) proof of payment of the required insurance premium pursuant to Part 6 of the Home

Building Act 1989.

28. Standard for demolition

All demolition work must be undertaken in accordance with the provisions of Australian
Standard AS2601-2001: The Demolition of Structures.

There being no further business the meeting concluded at 4.45pm.

We certify that the pages numbered 1 to 22 inclusive are the Minutes of the Application
Assessment Panel Meeting held on 19 July 2005 and confirmed by the Application Assessment

Panel on 26 July 2005 as correct.

__________________________ __________________________
Chairperson Secretary
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